
INTRODUCTION 
 
Congratulations for investing in this info-product!  
 
If you use it as directed, you will get at the same day results after a few minutes and the                    
results will last for hours and steadily become longer and longer lasting, so it is               
important to follow all or at least five of them for a long-term result. While some                
techniques will bring immediate results, others will make a difference in weeks or             
months, and others after years, but the important thing is consistency, because anxiety             
is a natural human feeling, but to keep it under control in modern days where there is                 
too much external pressure it is essential to take care constantly with these techniques. 
 
To put it into practice, you will only need one thing: to think that it is enough to feel so                    
bad, drained of your strength, desperate and hopeless. If you do not see light at the end                 
of the tunnel, these practices are for you. 
 
You just need the urge to say: stop it! And then you will be able to test all the                   
possibilities I present you here. 
 
These steps are the important ones in my opinion because after being tested on myself               
(besides having accompanied friends in the same age group who had panic attacks             
and/or anxiety attacks) I chose the ones most effective. 
 
Order does not matter, you can implement these steps all at once or one at a time,                 
whichever is most convenient for you. But please, test everyone. I could have chosen              
twenty steps to give you more options or just three to make your life easier. But I know                  
what it's like to feel anxious about ending anxiety. So I wish you to benefit from it as                  
quickly as possible. In the following lines I will tell you a little about my struggle to                 
reduce anxiety and eliminate its symptoms. But if you are anxious, see the techniques              
on page XX.  ;) 
 
SELF-EMPLOYED WORKER AND RAISING TWIN BABIES BY MYSELF 
 
I thought I had reasons to be extremely worried about the future. I will tell you what I                   

learned from a horrible anxiety crisis in May 2018. 
 
When the twins were one year and a half, the anxiety tragedy was already showing               
symptoms. Actually I went to a psychologist to solve a problem that didn't exist yet. I                
would like to know what answer should I give to my daughters if they were to ask me in                   



the future why their father didn't live with us. That situation was a warning of the anxiety                 
that was taking hold of me. The psychologist I talked for a month advised me to look for                  
the psychiatrist, who prescribed me medicines, which gave me side effects and which I              
threw away thinking that this was bullshit. After that, I aggravated my condition. 
 
 
I learned by seeing my mother's behavior that we can handle anything on our own, so I                 
really believed I could handle it by myself, then I started taking vitamins. When I was a                 
kid, I saw my mom with young children who did not eat well, she was awakened by us                  
several times at night and this was certainly the main aggravating factor of stress. Even               
in the rare nights I slept well, I felt so exhausted during the next day I start using                  
caffeine pills in order to stay awake - this behavior is pure poison for anxiety. For                
muscle tension: muscle relaxants - which I took indiscriminately and resulted in a daily              
headache. And to make me believe that I was doing some good, I also took Spirulina,                
Astragalus, Moringa and Magnesium Dimalate. Spoiler: after finishing the psychiatrist's          
treatment I took back only the vitamins. 
 
Even doing psychotherapy for 2 years, I put myself under so much pressure that I               
couldn't stand it and that was when the crisis happened. I had decided to buy two                
courses in another state of my country and in order to attend such courses, I had to stay                  
away from my 3-year-old twins for the first time for 10 long days. 
 
I was already going through a lot of stress raising them just by myself with the help of                  
nannies only. I had my own business at home, which allowed me to be closer to them                 
on a daily basis. 
 
I bought the courses and tickets in advance, but a few weeks earlier (perhaps              
anticipating the separation and/or pressure of having to run between the two courses in              
a strange city) I began having symptoms such as waking up in the middle of the night                 
with altered blood pressure and unable to sleep, worried about being alone with two              
small children. I had neighbors who wanted to help me but I refused their help just                
because I thought I should deal with everything by myself and be a superwoman.              
During the day I felt physical symptoms of altered blood pressure, pain in the veins of                
the arms and shortness of breath. 
 
Headaches that did not pass, a discouragement early in the morning, a chronic             
tiredness. I just wanted to sleep all day long, no mood even to the work I always loved                  
and also a lot of hopelessness. 
 



After three sleepless nights I decided to look for a cardiologist to examine me and he                
requested blood tests and echocardiogram in order to see if I was fine. He found that I                 
was “nervous” and teel me that I should look for a psychotherapy. As I said to him I was                   
already in therapy, he said: "look for a psychiatrist." 
 
After the first psychologist and my therapist, he was the third person who suggested me               
a psychiatrist. I “didn't understand” how my psychologist could be doing this to me and               
once again ignored the suggestion. One week later I had a crisis of the kind everyone                
would think it is a stroke. I had numb hands, arms, legs and mouth. Everything got dark,                 
I started to cry and the worst: one of my kids saw it. 
The nanny took my girls to a dear neighbor's house and took me to the emergency                
hospital. Going through the screening: all right. No change. Physiologically everything           
was in the most perfect order. I was even more desperate because how could I be                
feeling all that ??? 
 
The nurse told me it was all emotional and told me to wait to talk to the doctor. My cell                    
phone battery was ending, a lot of people was waiting in line, there was work to do. And                  
anxiety has done something good for me and told me: “he will tell you to go to the                  
psychiatrist. Then you'll go soon!  “ 
 
Getting out of the hospital I marked an appointment with the psychiatrist. After that it               
was a matter of time until improvement. Obviously, I had to try two drugs until I got the                  
best one for me. I also had to change psychiatrists for the sake of logistics, which                
proved beneficial because the new doctor prescribed me anxiolytics. It wasn't easy, but             
now I had help I determined I would only use the black stripe anxiolytics for 1 year. And                  
so it was. I should have also determined a deadline for antidepressants, which I took 6                
months longer. But without multidisciplinary help from psychiatrist and psychotherapist          
this would not have been possible. 
 
I already have to tell you that anxiety is a learned behavior. And it can be unlearned.                 
And you can, instead of being anxious, learned something different. You read it             
correctly. You have learned to be anxious. You were not born with it and you will not                 
die from it. 
 
Today, you can choose another way. You just need to take a few moments alone for                
clarity. As you go along this path, you will also need to take the steps below to lower                  
stress levels and eliminate symptoms, which are the worst factors in this equation. 
 



No one is born anxious. Anxiety is an emotional state of defense against the time               
of things and the demands of life. Anxiety is the fear of something goes wrong, of                
losing stable people or situations. When thoughts become negative and the heart is in              
distress anxiety invades the person with tremors, strange agitations, nervousness and           
outbursts for no proportionate reason. 
 
Then be aware: anxiety can be cured through therapies, yoga, meditation, flower            
remedies, homeopathic remedies, and self-awareness through psychology. 
 
Know who you are and what your potentials are for permanently disrupting the             
demands coming from your gene and the memory of your cells. In your heart is               
the peace and love that you are seeking so much. Silence your mind and let your                
soul calm down. 
 
Being calm does not mean being stopped or accommodated. We can be in the              
middle of an argument and be calm. We can be playing a sport, dancing, singing,               
working and even so keeping a peaceful and serene heart. 
 
Before I tell you about the techniques, I will advise that if you have recently had an                 
anxiety or panic attack or have physical symptoms like ... 
 
 • Body tremors; 
 • Knots in the throat; 
 • Shortness of breath; 
 • Chest pain and increased heartbeat; 
 • Excessive sweating; 
 • Tiredness; 
 • Weakness; 
 • Nausea; 
 • Fibromyalgia; 
 • Tension in the muscles. 
 • Not only affecting the physical side, among the psychological manifestations are: 
 • Tension and jitters; 
 • Feelings that something will go wrong; 
 • Fear; 
 • lack of control of thoughts; 
 • Excessive worrying; 
 • Agitation; 
 • Nervousness. 
 



Step 0 – Seek a psychiatrist and he will prescribe you medications that will help               
alleviate your symptoms, making it easier for you to walk through self-awareness while             
practicing the techniques I have compiled for you. Keep in mind that: If the first drug                
does not have the expected effect, you should return to the psychiatrist and request a               
drug change. Do not skip this important step, we are talking about your life. 
 
If you want to treat anxiety without medication, then start with the steps in the order                
given. Because meditation and being silent soothes the mind and thoughts. At first it              
will be very difficult and you will experience an inner battle, but stay focused and               
achieve in minutes.  
 
When faced with the symptoms listed above, it is best to always seek medical              
attention for routine check-ups and only after discarding physical possibilities, seek           
psychiatrist and psychotherapist. 
 
And don't worry! You will not take medicine for life if you follow the steps. Trust me. I                  
only took medicine for a year. And if you want it and you are determined, you can spend                  
even less time. 
 
Anxiety is an emotional illness and it can only be cured in a emotionally way. 
 
Step 1 – SHAMATA MEDITATION (Peaceful Stay) 
 
None of the indicated practices are religious and may be used regardless of your faith. 
 
Anxiety is triggered by thinking about the future and things that can go wrong. The               
mindfulness that meditation provides trains the brain to remain in the present moment.             
Meditation causes measurable physical changes in body and brain and Harvard           
research 
(https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2018/04/less-stress-clearer-thoughts-with-mindf
ulness-meditation/ ) have shown that, among other things, it can alleviate anxiety            
symptoms. 
 
You just need to sit comfortably anywhere.  Easy, fast and better: free! 
 
Do not close your eyes. In an upright position look down toward the tip of your nose.                 
Focus at any point in that direction. The important thing is to be silent. If thoughts run                 
through your mind, let them go. If it helps, just label them. I say to mtself "that's a                  
thought," and let it go as I turn my focus to the present moment - the point toward the tip                    



of my nose, before me. I also say to myself: "this is a sensation" when I feel something                  
in my body, and let it disappear to return to my meditation focus. 
 
At the first few minutes and at the first few times you may feel discomfort, or you may                  
want to get out, give up, cry, many different feelings. You will get impatient, sleepy, you                
will be in doubt if the alarm will actually ring at the end. Everything will happen to draw                  
your attention. But keep practicing until you gain confidence. All this will pass and even               
in turbulent times, you will already feel the difference in your day! 
 
How to practice: https://youtu.be/S7ekT0Stqsk Watch the entire video for important          
explanations.  But if you're looking forward to start lol, go to 43:30. 
 
You will feel calmer, more mental clarity, more awareness of what happens in your body               
and the pain will disappear almost immediately. For some people it may take a few               
days. 
 
This sentence illustrates well why we feel so much body tension: 
 
"For every thought supported by an emotion, there is a muscle change. Primary             
muscle patterns were the biological inheritance of humans. Every human body           
keeps a record of its emotional thinking. ”  -Mabel Ellsworth Todd- 
 
As a complement, I also point to Ho'oponopono, a Hawaiian technique for healing             
relationships and resolving troubled relationships in our lives by taking responsibility for            
disturbing events and emotions by repeating the phrases: “I'm sorry. Forgive me. I             
love you. Thanks" 
 
The goal is to help you understand that your problems are memories repeated by your               
subconscious. Only we can change the things that bother us. I found the following post               
that demonstrates well the intention of the practice: 
 
Repetitions promote calmness and sentences clear our negative memories, letting us to            
be present for the change when the conflict recurs: get involved again or do it               
differently. letting us 
 
 
 For women: https://youtu.be/OAnRXGRtQAE 
 For men: https://youtu.be/AngMoKme8vQ 

https://youtu.be/S7ekT0Stqsk


You can see more here:     
https://www.personare.com.br/7-principal-duvidas-sobre-hooponopono-2-m7443 
 
 Step 2 – Psychoanalytic Therapy 
 
The psychologist / psychoanalyst assists us to understand the mechanism of anxiety,            
identifying triggering factors, encourages us to face situations differently, teaches us           
control techniques and encourages the creation of new behaviors in face of problems,             
as well as helps us to understand the meaning of each symptom. 
 
It's someone we can talk to about anything. But just as with the psychiatrist, feel               
comfortable changing professions if you believe your needs are not being met without             
judgment. 
 
Therapy is a long-term process and you should be okay with that. Don't forget: your life                
at stake. Just as your best relationship with your spouse, children, friends, co-workers             
and family members is at stake. 
 
The biggest question people ask me is about the financial issue. A weekly appointment              
costing a minimum of one hundred and twenty reais is an extra stress that no one wants                 
to add to the life of an anxious person. But there are public services throughout Brazil                
that offer psychotherapy for free or at a symbolic value. You just need to search. 
 
There are also therapist mobile apps available for a lower monthly flat rate than what is                
charged in the therapist office. Google it. Also the website of the Federal Council of               
Psychology has a list of professionals registered throughout the Brazilian territory on its             
website: 
https://cadastrosite.cfp.org.br/cadastro/siteAprovado.cfm?frompage=1&StartRow=1&co
mboEntidade= 
 
Another option is to go to your city's Psychosocial Care Centers (Caps), which are              
specialized mental health units for the treatment and social reintegration of people with             
severe and persistent mental disorder. The service is provided by the Unified Health             
System and is a right of the citizen since 2011, according to the ordinance of the                
Ministry of Health. 
 
But as it is a public service, it may take a while to open up. I strongly suggest that at the                     
time of screening, if the psychologist interviewing you says it has no vacancies at the               
moment, ask him for one or two names of professionals who attend with a symbolic               



value. If you have purchased this ebook, you can certainly strive to pay thirty or forty                
reais a week to someone who will help you get rid of anxiety. It is a gesture of self-care.                   
Do not boycott yourself. 
 
If you are able to afford private therapy, make an appointment with an anxiety specialist,               
someone you will be able to trust as you strive to change your daily habits. 
 
Why do I indicate psychotherapy with approach in psychoanalysis? Because I tried            
others professionals and this approach was the one I obtained the most satisfactory             
results most quickly. But you must try everything to draw your own conclusions. Also              
take into account, of course, the commitment of the professional. 
 
The results do not happen by magic, as I said, it takes time, but they are effective, they                  
will change your life for the better forever. And for the record: the first four sessions are                 
for you to tell your story and the professional to know you better, your demands, your                
day-to-day and outline a plan to help you Just know this: in the first month nothing will                 
happen, because it is just a preparation. 
 
You will feel supported and understood. You will feel you are not alone with your               
problem and there is someone who genuinely cares about it.  
 
As a complement,I also suggest that you find your friends. Anxiety can lead to              
depression. Even just the annoying symptoms of anxiety can already lead us to             
isolation. I stopped going out because of the sweating that embarrassed me in public. 
 
Do not make the same mistake and do not isolate yourself... Isolation is the worst thing                
to do when you have anxiety. Finding friends, laughing and talking about things outside              
your daily life helps distract you from anxiety symptoms and relax you. 
 
Hug your friends, family, partner, pets - hug and be hugged because it is good and                
helps. When we hug someone our body releases a hormone called oxytocin, which             
stimulates interactions between people, acts in the body as an opposite of adrenaline,             
the hormone of affect. There is no better way to feel safe and closer to the people (or                  
pets) who love you. In that case, I hugged my daughters a lot until they wanted to set                  
themselves free.  LOL 
 
 Reflect and write down: who are the 3 people who give you the most energy? 
 



Now call one of them and have lunch or get a coffee together, and start a nice                 
conversation. 
 
 Step 3 – Heal your past. 
 
Because anxiety is an emotional issue, a mixture of genetics and learned behavior             
triggered by the experiences we live at different times in life, it is important to               
understand what emotional charge you are carrying and why you don't want to let go.               
This search will be helped by your psychoanalyst. You can also watch to therapist              
Cristina Cairo's programs on YouTube. She has books written about body language and             
I realized that in the end, many things are based on what we internalized about our                
parents' behavior when we were children (0-7). 
 
Is a child mature enough to reflect on why their parents do this or that? In my opinion,                  
no. Actually much of that child still commands our daily lives. If him did not command,                
you would not be experiencing these symptoms. So now lean back in your chair, relax               
your forehead, drop your shoulders, take your tongue off the roof of your mouth and               
relax your jaw. Take a deep breath and allow yourself to ask: what emotional charge am                
I carrying and why don't I want to let it go? Think about this powerful question. 
 
The answer it may come now. It can come while you meditate. Or while you study, do                 
the dishes or work concentrated. But it comes fast. This question is worth 3 years of                
therapy. The answer will go a long way in your process, even if you are not ready now                  
for the answer you will get. You will get it. And she will accompany you until the day                  
you are ready. 
 
IMPORTANT TIP: The correct answer is the first one that comes to mind, even if you                 

think it's silly or you don't believe it. It is no use looking for others. The answer is the                   
first, believe in yourself and your intuition. 
 
In addition, I suggest researching RESISTANCE versus ACCEPTANCE, because “what          
you resist, persists,” as Carl Jung said. But if we do not know what we are resisting, we                  
cannot let go of our lives to heal. 
 
Step 4 – GET ENOUGH SLEEP 
 
Do you already know how many hours of sleep are enough to make you feel rested in                  

the morning? 
 



It may be that, at the moment, sleeping too much or too little you feel bad in the morning                   
because of the symptoms of anxiety or anxious depression. But at some point in your               
life you experienced sleeping the amount of hours that left you refreshed. Well, with              
that number in mind, figure out what time you need to go to bed to wake up fresh. Even                   
if the symptoms of anxiety don't allow it in the beginning keep going, because we need                
to make a habit seeing results. 
 
Sleep deprivation is known as a contributor and symptom of anxiety. 
 
If you have trouble sleeping or you use to wake up at night, you can also meditate                 
before bed to help you empty your mind and fall asleep faster. In the most difficult times                 
you can use guided meditations, which are easier to follow at a critical time. 
 
On YouTube you find several. I just suggest that you make sure that your videos won't                
keep playing automatically and disturb your sleep. Some useful ones I used, as well as               
my friends, getting immediate results: 
 
 
Dr. Lair Ribeiro: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2mBIByUTtvs 
Louise Hay: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDhESG_mAzE&t=2863s 
I don't know the author, but it was the best guided meditation I found and helped me the                  
most: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_iHe9PEfqac 
 
You can try others free guided sleep meditations online. Also, sleeping early (at 9:00              
pm) is a great step as this will put time in your favor (literally), giving you more time and                   
space to fall asleep without worrying if you will or will not fall asleep fast enough. 
 
Doing hoóponopono already in bed has been very helpful in helping me and many              
people sleep at night. No need to buy Japamala or rosary as there are free apps to                 
count the repetitions. 
 
Getting enough sleep will make your mind and body more capable to deal with stressors               
during the day. In a few days, getting enough sleep combined with meditation and your               
verbalizing your conflicting feelings in therapy or even writing in a diary will give you               
more clarity and calmness. 
 
If you work at night or have to sleep late or like me, you have small children who require                   
attention at night too, I recommend you also sleep during the day, even at lunchtime or                



with them. Sleep is vital to your healing and must be taken very seriously. Don't care                
what others will think, none of them will heal you, only you can do it. 
 
Step 5 – THE IMPORTANCE OF ROUTINE - THE PREDICTABILITY OF AN AGENDA 
 
As you have already noticed, we are humans and our mind gets tired. So, the worst an                 
anxious person can do is to trust they will remember everything they have to do. Indeed,                
the person will remember, but at a very high price. 
 
Do you know those thoughts that keep popping into our heads about something we              
have to do in the afternoon, tomorrow, next week, next month? These thoughts get in               
the way of our present and they cause more anxiety for things that can't even be                
resolved now. 
 
This is why it is important for you "to empty your mind" using an agenda. You only have                  
one life and just need a physical schedule. Yes, the good old paper. “Seeing” that your                
life is organized into tasks can make you more relaxed as long as: 
 
●  You list no more than 5 things to do and 1 or 2 engagement. 
● Set how many minutes/hours it will take to do 
● Plan your day the night before 
● Open the agenda in the morning and scratch the items that are being made 
 
You'll also write down on the future pages everything you want and need to do, so                
memories won't come to your mind, taking up valuable mental space, disrupting your             
present moment and overwhelming you with unnecessary anxiety. 
 
In addition to emptying your mind, the feeling of having everything “under            
control” is comforting. As the days go by you will find that you have completed the                
tasks on time and this will give you more confidence in yourself and in the process,                
reducing your stress. 
 
Taming anxiety will increase our service productivity and ensure a more organized            
routine. Be prepared to work. Don't try to escape from it. Be punctual and take time to                 
make a more relaxing route back home. 
 
Rushing yourself triggers anxiety. If you have to take the children to school, which is               
not only dependent on their goodwill, but also on their eating, dressing, brushing,             



remember that do things with peace of mind is more important than arriving on time. I                
chose to think like this to don't discount my anxiety in the children. 
 
But as much as it is up to me, in my daily life and at work, all I can prepare in advance                      
to be on time, I do. If I have a meeting at 10am, I'm ready at 8am and while the time is                      
not up I'm getting things done on the agenda… If I have my therapy session at 13h, I                  
get ready at 11am and only then I continue my routine, so when the time to leave                 
comes I will be ready. 
 
When we are ready, the rush stopes. Anxiety has no time. 
 * Remember the time to go to bed! 
 
To the contrary, if you have plenty of time available, start by distance yourself from your                
ordinary physical environment. This is difficult for those with depression or anxiety and             
doing it regularly creates a new routine and routine is healthy for anxiety sufferers              
because it gives you control of your life and feelings. And gradually, the control of               
emotions and sensations. 
 
Start by taking your dog for a walk, taking someone else's dog, setting up a date with a                  
friend, and walking. You'll see immediate results if you just follow this advice with              
diligence and discipline - just make the decision - every day as if your life depended on                 
it.  Because the truth is: it depends. 
 
In addition, to make this e-book valuable to you also in the future, I am including                
information for you use only when you feel better about the physical symptoms of              
anxiety. One of the most efficient productivity methods in the world that promises to              
organize life in peace is GTD ™ from the American David Allen which I like very much.                 
Research the method only after you get rid of the symptoms of anxiety and when you                
feel more comfortable dedicating yourself to managing your day to day life. After             
research, adopt the GTD ™ practice you liked the most. It is very worth reading the                
book that gave birth to the technique: The Art of Making It Happens. 
 
https://www.amazon.com.br/Art-Make-Have-David-Allen/dp/8543102812/ref=as_li_ss_tl
?_encoding= UTF8 & qid = 1469623993 & sr = 1-1 & linkCode = sl1 & tag = euorga-20                  
& linkId = 557bb8af42fbb308c1a30f0a7e48d30a 
* Don't be stubborn and just focus on it when you feel better, don't overload yourself                 

now.  You will know the time. 
 
 



Step 6 – STOP YOUR COFFEE RELATIONSHIP 
 
A cup of coffee, chocolate or a cold Coke can help you feel better. But if caffeine is                  
your favorite medicine, as it once was for me, know that your anxiety may get worse. If                 
you pay attention, it has gotten worse with regular caffeine consumption, you just don't              
realize it yet. 
 
Caffeine shakes the nervous system, which can increase energy levels. But when            
under pressure, this extra energy can induce an anxiety attack. 
 
But if just the thought of taking coffee out of your life makes you anxious, you can be                  
calm. Like everything in life, done it in moderation is much better. As well, to give up                 
anything we need a weaning time and then we realize it wasn't that bad. If you don't                 
already have coffee, great! But if you love coffee just like me I have some solutions. 
 
Instead of four cups of coffee a day, reduce to one. The remaining cups you can have                 
from a decaf. There are several brands in the market with acceptable flavor.             
Particularly I find it even tastier than ordinary coffee. Do like this worked very well for                
me. 
 
If you need an extra dose of energy, have a cup of green tea or a small cup of regular                    
coffee, but only before 5pm so it won't disturb your sleep. But pay attention on how                
anxiety symptoms manifest 30-60 minutes after caffeine ingestion. Test it and see how             
you feel. 
 
Check your biorhythm.   
(Http://webmais.com/know-your-biorhythm-biorhythm-how-use-your-predict-advertises-a
nd-have-better-life/) Everyone's life divides itself in many cycles. Austrian physicians          
realized this. They have developed a powerful tool used by sportsmen, businessmen,            
and practitioners to guide themselves when they can reach their greatest capacity in             
various areas of life. You can find it in calculators online and apps. 
 
Knowing yourself better will make you realize that using caffeine as a stimulant on days               
when our physical or intellectual body is not at its best will eventually stress us out. Is                 
that what we need?  No, in my point of view. 
 
In the first week without caffeine you will already feel the difference in the physical               
symptoms of anxiety and from the second week will be clearer the benefits of removing               
caffeine or reducing it from your diet. 



 
 Which brings us to the next point … 
 
 
Step 7– WATCH YOUR DIET 
 
I know we already have too many things to think about as we try to get rid of anxiety                   
and that cooking is not something we want to add to our worries. 
 
Unless you really enjoy this task, you will need a little patience to take care of it. If you                   
don't do grocery shopping, talk to the grocery store and give them a list of the foods                 
listed below. If you go to the supermarket, try to buy fresh food weekly to always have                 
something healthy to eat. 
 
A very general rule would be: don't be too hungry, tired, hot or cold. These physical                 

discomforts cause a reaction in the brain that triggers anxiety.  
 
Therefore: 
 
 Do not skip meals. 
 
If the anxiety you feel is the kind that causes nausea, the mere thought of eating                 

already makes you wanna puke. But skipping meals makes anxiety worse because            
your blood sugar drops when you don't eat, which causes the release of a stress               
hormone called cortisol that acts on our brain as a toxic substance. 
 
Incorporate more protein, fruits, vegetables and healthy fats into your diet. Eat            
three to five meals throughout the day and avoid or limit your intake of sugar and refined                 
carbohydrates. 
 
Specific foods such as sugar, gluten and corn syrup (found on ingredient labels in              
processed products), for example, have been shown to contribute to feelings of anxiety             
and depression. 
 
The main reasons foods trigger anxiety are: 
 

● Food sensitivities, unique to each individual, ranging from gluten and dairy to dyes and              
preservatives. 

● Certain tips of foods affect your gut health, which affects your brain-gut connection. 



● And how foods nourish or deplete key nutrients such as B12, friendly bacteria, vitamin              
D and iron, all crucial to our mental and emotional well-being. 

 
 Which brings us to the next point ... 
Step 8 - MAGNESIUM AND VITAMINS 
 
 
Our body needs vitamins and our brain is part of it. And we can help our body to help                   
us by nourishing it with what it takes to function properly. A healthy brain will be our first                  
advocate and primary weapon against anxiety, depression and mood disorders. 
 
It is ridiculously simple! But it is a factor overlooked by most. And don't put it aside now.                  
So, go out now and buy: 
 
 * one pot of B vitamins that is sold over the counter at pharmacies, as well as 
 * Vitamin D in drops, capsules or in natura: exposing yourself to the sun. 
* And Magnesium diMalate you can find on the internet. I like to buy Doctor Lair                 

Ribeiro's, which you find on Google. 
 
Always have in your kitchen saffron for cooking. It can make your brain work better by                
increasing the bioavailability DHA, which is a large structural fat found in the brain that               
is crucial to its functioning. 
 
Obviously vitamins will not promote healing, but Magnesium protects the brain from            
stress. Unfortunately, magnesium is often taken from most diets due to the way foods              
are processed. B vitamins are used to create neurotransmitters responsible for           
maintaining a positive mood. And relieve the symptoms of depression and stress. I take              
every day since I found out. 
 
We know that lack of vitamin D is associated with depression. Since I live in a seaside                 
town, I'm on the beach weekly. And exposed daily to the sun. Magnesium supplements              
are excellent for protecting our brain from the effects of stress. 
 
Do not skip this nourishing step of your brain. It is very important as all the steps we                   

talked about. 
 
So you will be congratulated! You will soon realize the improvement from the inside out.                
More focus and concentration. Best mood. 
 



 Step 9 – LEARN TO SAY NO 
 
Stay away from people who exhaust you. 
 
This is not always easy. Especially if the person who sucks your energy is your boss,                
your mother, husband or son. How many times have you tried to change these people?               
How many times did it work? Save yourself and create a healthy distance, whether              
psychological or physical, until you are emotionally able to be in their presence again. 
 
This means spending less time with that person consciously. I even totally distanced             
myself from my narcissistic mother for two years. Resuming the relationship after being             
quiet with myself, accepting myself and her naturally. If I did it, so can you. 
 
Restrict the conversation to just what the other person has to say, don't tell about your                 

life so as not to suffer the comments that trigger the triggers of your reaction. Trust me,                 
this is the best you can do. 
 
When someone tells you a problem do you feel an urge to solve it, even if they didn't                  
ask you for help? This is a very serious problem, because in this case the person you                 
have to say "NO" is yourself. 
 
If you become overwhelmed with the personal problems of others, your anxiety will get               

worse, because you won't have enough energy left to solve your own problems. Worse,              
even the simplest things in everyday life will be compromised, increasing anxiety and             
frustration. DO NOT do this to yourself, say NO to them or to your inner voice that says                  
you "need to help them." 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Untreated anxiety can get worse and cause more stress in a person's life. However,              
anxiety is highly treatable with therapy, natural medicines, lifestyle changes, and           
medications. 
 
Empowerment is having control of your own life and emotions. In fact, a balance of               
emotions will make you feel in control. Following the steps above, in order or not, will                
empower each and everyone of you in a short time. 
 



Get rid of the troublesome anxiety symptoms that cause you to isolate yourself. Be it                
excessive sweating, social phobia, discouragement or anything else. 
 
Improve your relationships by learning how to balance yourself from the inside out,             
when you go to therapy, find a hobby, or make contact with nature by regularly taking                
time out for yourself. By making contact with your emotions and becoming aware of              
them, you will look differently at your relationships at home and at work, which will bring                
significant improvement to each one. 
 
 
You have certainly google on what to do to treat or cure your anxiety, but could not get                  
results in your attempts. Now you have a powerful and right to the point material in                
hand, which will act as a guide for your day to day anxiety and its devastating effects. 
 
I didn't mention exercises, although everyone agrees that it is very good for those in               
anxious and depressed state, but it was not a quick result for me. So, I'll stick to the                  
quick help, which is why you bought this ebook. If you already do physical activity               
regularly, great! If not, start. The results come in the medium term. 
 
I suggest you print pages X-XX to have them handy in your work drawer, in your                
refrigerator, or somewhere where you can consult whenever you need help with an idea              
of what to do. Not all steps will work for everyone, so I suggest testing them all right                  
now. Do something for yourself! Anxiety blinds us and the more we neglect, the worse it                
gets. And the more you do, the easier it gets, because you'll be feeling and seeing the                 
results. As soon as you buy a new agenda, spend some time at the park, pick up the                  
phone and call a friend, or set up a psychotherapy appointment, you will immediately              
feel better. Try it now, even out of curiosity. Pick up the phone! 
 
Note: I am not making money from any link I indicated. If any videos are unavailable or                  

broken links, please contact us: 12minutosparamudanca@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Legal Disclaimer 
 
The information available on this site is strictly journalistic and does not replace professional medical               
advice. Always consult your doctor about any matter concerning your health and your treatments and               
medications. The information available on this site does not in any way replace professional medical               
advice. Always consult with your doctor about any matter concerning your health and the treatments and                
medications taken by you or the people receiving your care and attention. By reporting findings at an                 
early stage of research, journalistic reports contain possibilities that may or may not actually happen, and                
there is no guarantee that certain research will meet initial expectations, have its initial results confirmed,                
or will be approved for human use. by health authorities. While every care is taken to provide your                  
readers with the most current and accurate information possible, some information may be out of date                
and may contain inaccuracies and typographical errors. I do not offer medical advice and do not endorse                 
any medical or professional service obtained through the information offered on any website whose links               
are found here. 


